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THE NEW YORK TIMES & USA TODAY BESTSELLING MYSTERY & CRIME SERIES WITH
OVER 2.5+ MILLION DOWNLOADS, 70,000+ Ebook Library AND GOODREADS RATINGS.
Click [Read for Free] in Kindle Unlimited + add audio to listen and workout in audio.THE
TANGLED WEB WE WEAVE - A #1 new releaseGet the gripping bookclub beach read favorites
available now!SILENCED GIRLS + THE WINTER GIRLS + THE HIDDEN GIRL + MISSING
ANGEL + THE SNOW GRAVES+ Novella +A prestigious job at a top law firm, a beautiful home,
and a gorgeous wife all made for an ideal life. But then life gets in the way and changes the
course you have selected. For Mac McRyan, a family tragedy meant forgoing a lucrative legal
career for one in the "family business" - the St. Paul Police Department. After four years as a cop,
the ruggedly handsome Mac crosses the crime scene tape for the first time as a homicide
detective. The back alley murder of a young trial lawyer from a high-profile law firm doesn't add
up. In an emotionally charged investigation full of unexpected twists and turns, Mac will need to
follow a convoluted trail of evidence, secrets, and hidden agendas to help solve a murder
mystery that is his 1st case. New York Times and USA Today bestselling author, Roger Stelljes,
delivers a short mystery novel (12 chapter novella) that is the prequel to the McRyan Mystery
Series.DETECTIVE MAC MCRYAN MYSTERY, THRILLER, SUSPENSE AND CRIME
SERIESSuper bargain tip: Listen & workout - click [ Audiobook ] & get a 3 book boxset FREE (or
1 Audible credit)FIRST CASE - Murder AlleyTHE ST. PAUL CONSPIRACY - USA Today Best
SellerDEADLY STILLWATER - FREE ebook on KindleELECTING TO MURDERFATALLY
BOUND - USA Today Best SellerBLOOD SILENCE - USA Today Best SellerNEXT GIRL ON
THE LISTFIREBALLTHE TANGLED WEB WE WEAVE - New ReleaseSTAKEOUT: A CASE
FROM THE DICK FILES - Short StoryBOX SETS - 3 books for the price of 2FIRST DEADLY
CONSPIRACY - Books 1-3 Box Set - New York Times & USA Today BestsellerMYSTERIES
THRILLERS AND KILLERS - Books 4-6 Box SetTORI HUNTER -MANCHESTER BAY
MYSTERY SERIESSILENCED GIRLS - Best beach books 2022THE WINTER GIRLS - #1
BestsellerTHE HIDDEN GIRL - Bookclub favoriteMISSING ANGEL - Mystery bestsellerTHE
SNOW GRAVES - New releaseBOX SET BOOKS 1-3[+ Follow] me on Ebook Library and never
miss a new release again + join the list at www.RogerStelljes.com to get STAKEOUT free.Vince
Flynn described Roger Stelljes as "A powerful new thriller voice." Fans of mysteries from John
Sandford, James Patterson and John Grisham will enjoy this fast-moving story of murder,
mystery, and suspense; the cast of colorful characters, and its setting in and around historic St.
Paul, Minnesota.MAC MCRYAN MYSTERY, THRILLER AND CRIME SERIES:"What a great
ride! The story of McRyan's first case was thrilling. I couldn't put it down...read the entire story in
one sitting!""What an excellent first novel!!! I plan to get all the other books that I've seen in
Kindle by him.""Mac, murder, marriage and one hell of an ending. Super read!""I really enjoyed
this book. I am just starting the McRyan series and look forward to each book. I highly
recommend this series to every mystery reader.""You're going to love this writer! A prequel and



tightly written book that creates a wonderful foundation to build the future action-packed
McRyan mysteries.""Stelljes ties everything together beautifully - life, crime and suspense and
leaves you wondering how he could have imagined the twist. The finer details make this book
(and the rest of his series) close to James Patterson and Patterson BookShots."

About the AuthorEnrique Anderson-Imbert was an Argentine novelist, short-story writer and
literary critic. Born in Córdoba, Argentina, the son of Jose Enrique Anderson and Honorina
Imbert, Anderson-Imbert graduated from the University of Buenos Aires with a Ph.D. in 1946.
From 1940 until 1947 he taught at the University of Tucumán. Eugenio Florit y Sánchez de
Fuentes was a Cuban writer, essayist, literary critic, translator, radio actor and diplomat.
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release list atThe StartOliver walked out of the back of the bar, alone, a rarity for him.Gordon
Oliver was a closer.He didn’t fail often.Yet, tonight he had.He’d spent the better part of three
hours and sixty dollars working a pretty brunette, Natalie. Going deep into his bag of tricks using
all of the tools in his toolbox, but he couldn’t reel her all the way in. But that was for tonight.
Natalie was a semi-regular at The Mahogany and she was interested in him. After all he was
leaving with her number and business card. However, for tonight any way, that was all she was
giving up.Gordon smiled to himself. Sometimes having to work for it made it all the more
worthwhile when the deal was finally closed. And if past was prologue, he’d close the deal with
Natalie soon enough.He approached his Ford F-150 and reached in his suit pocket for his keys
when he heard rustling behind him. He turned, looked towards the big dumpster and sighed,
“What are you doing here?”“Gordon we need to talk.”“I told you I’m done talking about this. You



know what you have to do.”“Gordy, I can’t right now. I just can’t. I need a little more time to deal
with him.”Gordon shook his head and turned to walk away, saying: “I can’t wait for you to deal
with him any longer. I’m sorry, you’re out of time.”Those were the last words Gordon Oliver ever
uttered.1“This wasn’t random.”“I’ll take a large Morning Jolt and a medium Dark Roast,” Michael
McKenzie “Mac” McRyan said to the barista working the counter at The Grand Brew. His
purchase would accomplish two things. First, the coffee would get him going as he headed to his
first homicide crime scene as a detective. Second, the purchase made him a little money, as he
owned part of the coffee shop and twenty others like it with some childhood friends. Mac handed
over six dollars, left the change and had the coffees placed into a cardboard carrier. He walked
out the front door and climbed into his Explorer and handed a cup to his partner.“Thanks,
partner,” Richard Lich, better known as “Dick Lick,” said as he set the coffee into the cup
holder.“My pleasure,” Mac answered.McRyan put his Explorer into gear and motored east on
Grand towards downtown St. Paul. “So what do we have?” Mac asked.“Body in an alley behind
The Mahogany,” Lich answered. “Beyond that I don’t know much.”“A murder behind the
competition, that should make Shamus happy,” Mac said. Shamus was Mac’s uncle and he ran
the other family business, McRyan’s Pub, which sat on the southwestern edge of downtown St.
Paul. The Mahogany was a pub on the eastern side of downtown. The two bars catered to
different crowds, however. McRyan’s Pub catered to cops and hockey fans. The Mahogany was
known as the lawyer bar.As he drove towards downtown and The Mahogany, Mac thought about
working his first crime scene as a detective. Being a cop was the first McRyan family business
and Mac was part of the fourth generation of McRyan cops. He had numerous uncles and
cousins currently in the department and a few retired uncles, who instead of patrolling the
streets, now patrolled the bottles and taps behind the brass rail at McRyan’s Pub, which was the
second McRyan family business.More significantly, Mac was the son of Simon McRyan,
perhaps the best detective ever to walk behind a St. Paul badge.Because of that, it was not
Mac’s original plan to be a cop.When he was a kid, being a cop was what he wanted to be, it’s
what every McRyan boy wanted to be because that’s what their dads and uncles were. However,
even as a young boy Mac knew his dad was special. Simon McRyan appeared on the news, was
written up in the paper and every tough case seemed to come his way. He was a legend. More
than once as a child and then again as a teenager, Mac heard he would have a lot to live up to
when he became a cop.It was assumed, expected, preordained that Mac would walk in his
father’s footsteps. It was the McRyan way after all. However, even as a fourteen- or fifteen-year-
old, Mac was self aware enough to wonder if he really wanted to work under that kind of
pressure.Then another path presented itself.Mac became a straight A student and stellar athlete
at Cretin High School. He was awarded a hockey scholarship to the University of Minnesota
where he captained the team to a national championship his senior season as a tough and
savvy left wing. He graduated with highest honors from the University and enrolled in law school,
with visions of a legal practice and maybe even politics. He graduated summa cum laude from
William Mitchell College of Law. Mac accepted an offer for $100,000 a year with a prominent



Minneapolis law firm. He was married to his college sweetheart, who also went to law school,
graduated with honors and had a similar job lined up with a prominent law firm. They were set for
a life of prosperity and success.But then, as it so often does, life gets in the way and changes
the course you have selected.Mac’s two best friends were his cousins Peter and Tommy, both of
whom followed the family tradition. They became cops. Two weeks before Mac was set to be
licensed as a lawyer, Tommy and Peter were killed in the line of duty.For most people, they
would have taken it as a sign that they made the right choice, to do something other than being a
cop. Mac had better options, safer options, more lucrative and socially acceptable options. But
the deaths of his cousins hit Mac differently. He didn’t want to run from it, he didn’t want to feel
fortunate, he no longer wanted the more lucrative and socially acceptable option. He didn’t feel
entitled to it, not when he looked at what the people most important in his life, his family, were
doing. Instead, he felt an obligation, to his cousins, to his family and to himself.A week later he
joined the St. Paul Police Department.Life had veered to a different path.Now, a short four years
later, Mac was about to walk under the crime scene tape for the first time as a detective. He
knew his dad would be looking down on him.Their crime scene was an alley in the middle of a
block of one-hundred-year-old brown and red brick buildings. Lich pulled the car to the curb just
short of the alley which was now taped off. They each took one last long sip of the hot coffee and
then jumped out into the cool twenty-degree March morning as the sun worked its way up on the
blue crystal clear eastern horizon.Lich dropped his dark brown fedora on his round balding
head. The fedora, trench coat, suit and shoes were all in shades of Lich’s trademark weathered
brown. The clothes tightly, too tightly, formed around the bulbous mid-section of his five-foot-
eight body. Lich’s ensemble made Mac look GQ in comparison. Mac was sporting a black wool
trench coat, gray scarf, navy blue suit, light blue dress shirt and blue, yellow and cream striped
tie all of which hung comfortably on his blond haired blue eyed six-foot-one athletic frame.Mac
was curious as to how things would go with "Dick Lick." Mac had known him for years, even
back when his dad was alive. Lich had the reputation of being a good detective, when he was
interested in being one. Good instincts, a nice line of b.s. when needed and the willingness to
occasionally think outside the box, little of which had been on recent display. As of late, he’d
been finalizing his second divorce and it seemed as if his interest in police work had waned
considerably. Given what the McRyan name meant in the department, Mac half-wondered if he’d
been assigned to Lich as a way to motivate Dick. Mac would soon find out.McRyan stepped
under the yellow tape and stopped, taking in the scene. The alley was narrow, like a canyon,
running between the four- and five-story brick buildings that dotted either side. Dumpsters, the
odd car or truck, stray paper, cardboard coffee cups, soda cans, and small dirty snow piles and
patches of ice framed either side of the alley. Occasional splotches of graffiti added a certain off-
color ambience to the alley. The dumpsters provided an aromatic stench that permeated the air.
Garbage pick-up couldn’t come soon enough.“Lovely,” Lich grumbled.The crime scene was a
hundred feet ahead. A Ford F-150 was parked along the left side of the alley, the front end nosed
at a leftward angle towards the grimy alley wall just past a large overflowing rusty green wheeled



dumpster. The coroner was examining a body stuffed into the truck’s rear bed and Ramsey
County crime scene techs were buzzing around the scene placing small yellow numbered tents
to mark potential pieces of evidence, snapping pictures and taking video.“Your first case, Mac.
Why don’t you go ahead and run it,” Lich offered.“Are you sure?” Mac asked, a control freak by
nature. He definitely wanted the reins.“Yeah. I’ve got your back if we get stuck.”Mac nodded,
pulled on rubber gloves, opened his notebook and approached the coroner, an old family friend
named Jack Coonan. Coonan felt them approaching, looked up, saw Mac and smiled, taking in
the young detective approaching him. “Let me see the shield, boy.”Mac pulled his trench and suit
coat back to show his shield on his belt.Coonan smiled. “Is this your first case?”“First case, Jack.
So what do we have?”“Gordon Andrew Oliver,” Coonan answered, handing a wallet to Mac.
“Patrol cop ran the plate on this truck and it belongs to Oliver. Bartender also confirmed it was
his truck.”“Cause of death?” Lich asked.“Preliminary is blunt force trauma to the right temple
area,” Coonan pointed with his pen to the temple area and a large hematoma. Then Coonan
pointed to the back right of the victim’s head. “He might have been hit first in the back of his
head. See the bruising and blood here at the base of his skull?” The coroner pointed with his pen
at the right side of the back of the victim’s skull. Mac nodded.Coonan continued: “He might have
been hit from behind, falls and hits the bumper with the front right of his head and then falls to
the ground.”Mac leaned down to look at the back of the skull, “He was hit more than once?”“That
indeed appears to be the case,” Coonan answered. “I’ll have to see for sure when I examine him
but it looks like he was hit back here twice, maybe three times. I can confirm once I get the body
on the slab. But it’s the blow to the temple on the bumper that probably killed him. This is very
preliminary, of course, but I bet I’ll find temporal bleeding and without immediate medical
attention, the blow to the front of the head from the bumper was fatal.” The coroner was an old
pro who didn’t idly speculate. Mac suspected much of what Coonan was surmising would turn
out to be the case.Lich was standing to the left of the truck. “So our guy was hit from behind, hits
the bumper and falls over here to the left of the truck.”Mac walked over to the left side of the car.
He looked at the corner of the metal bumper on the left side of the truck and the smudges of
blood on the bumper. In addition to that blood, Crime Scene had also marked the blood pool on
the ground, just to the left of the back left side of the truck. There was also a small amount of
splatter on the truck’s back left quarter panel.“You think robbery, Mac?” Lich asked, testing.Mac
shook his head, “If it were, why not take the wallet? Jack, was any money in the wallet?”“Yeah,
Mac, couple of hundred bucks, American Express and Discover cards too, plus the guy has an
Omega watch, pretty nice, still on his wrist.”Mac looked to Lich, “If you were robbing the
guy…”“…You’d take the wallet, the money and credit cards.”“And you wouldn’t stuff the guy in
the rear bed of the truck. You’d take the wallet, watch, maybe even the truck, and get out of
Dodge.”“So probably not a robbery then. I’m with you so far Mac,” Lich said.“Jack, can you give
me a time of death?” Mac asked.“I’d say somewhere between midnight and two a.m.” Mac
nodded and jotted down some notes.“Who found the vic?” Lich asked.“Bartender from The
Mahogany,” Coonan answered. “He’s talking to the uniform cop back there.” Coonan was



pointing to the back entrance to The Mahogany thirty feet behind them.Mac and Lich walked
back to the uniform cop who was standing next to a tall, thin, disheveled man with a goatee.
They introduced themselves to the clearly shaken bartender named Chet Remer. “You know our
victim?” Mac asked.Remer nodded then said, “Gordy was a regular with us. He was in two or
three nights a week, occasionally on a weekend.”“When did you see him last?”“Last night. He
was in like usual after work.”“Where does he work?” Lich asked.“At a law firm. Krueger,
Ballantine, Montague and Preston.”Lich looked to Mac, the lawyer turned cop. “Do you know the
firm?”Mac nodded. “Sure. KBMP is a well-known firm with forty, maybe forty-five attorneys, I
think. Their offices are here downtown, over in the old Lowry Lewis Building.” Then to the
bartender: “Mr. Remer, was Gordon Oliver an attorney there?”“An associate I think.”“So he was
in last night?” Mac asked.The bartender nodded.“What time did he arrive?”“Maybe nine-thirty,
give or take. That was kind of a usual time for him. He’d been working some longer hours as of
late he said. He said he was gearing up for trial.”“What time did he leave the bar last night?”“He
left around midnight, I think. I remembered he gave me a wave on the way out the back and it
was no big deal. He’s done it a hundred times I bet.”“Did he always park out back like
that?”“Yeah,” Remer answered. “We let a few regulars like Gordy do that. A little perk.”“How was
it you found Mr. Oliver this morning then?” Lich asked.“I went to a little after bar party with some
friends last night after we closed at one. My friends dropped me back off at the end of the alley
here this morning a little before five. My Jeep is parked back here. I noticed Gordy’s truck was
still here which I thought was odd since I saw him leave, and leave alone. I walked over and saw
the blood on the driver’s side. I looked inside the truck’s cab, didn’t see him and then got a sick
feeling in my stomach. So I called 911. The police got here a few minutes later, popped the
truck’s rear bed gate and flip cover and,” Remer’s lip started to tremble, “there he was.”“I know
this is difficult,” Mac said, “but can you think of anyone that would want to hurt Mr. Oliver?”“No I
can’t,” Remer answered. “He was a good guy, especially for a lawyer.”Mac and Lich both
snorted, which Remer noted.“I know, I know,” Remer said. “Lawyers can be a little full of
themselves.”“Tell me about it,” Lich retorted, looking right at Mac with a toothless
smile.“Whatever,” Mac shot back, shaking his head.Remer picked up on it, “You a lawyer or
something?” he asked Mac. “Or maybe you’re married to one.”“Good pick-up,” Mac answered,
remembering that bartenders spend significant amounts of time observing and evaluating
people. “I was going to be, but then I didn’t. Wife is a lawyer.”Remer nodded. “Then you know this
is a lawyer bar, right?”Mac nodded. He’d been in a half-dozen times over the years with his wife
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join the new release list atThe StartOliver walked out of the back of the bar, alone, a rarity for
him.Gordon Oliver was a closer.He didn’t fail often.Yet, tonight he had.He’d spent the better part
of three hours and sixty dollars working a pretty brunette, Natalie. Going deep into his bag of
tricks using all of the tools in his toolbox, but he couldn’t reel her all the way in. But that was for
tonight. Natalie was a semi-regular at The Mahogany and she was interested in him. After all he
was leaving with her number and business card. However, for tonight any way, that was all she
was giving up.Gordon smiled to himself. Sometimes having to work for it made it all the more
worthwhile when the deal was finally closed. And if past was prologue, he’d close the deal with
Natalie soon enough.He approached his Ford F-150 and reached in his suit pocket for his keys
when he heard rustling behind him. He turned, looked towards the big dumpster and sighed,
“What are you doing here?”“Gordon we need to talk.”“I told you I’m done talking about this. You
know what you have to do.”“Gordy, I can’t right now. I just can’t. I need a little more time to deal
with him.”Gordon shook his head and turned to walk away, saying: “I can’t wait for you to deal
with him any longer. I’m sorry, you’re out of time.”Those were the last words Gordon Oliver ever
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was leaving with her number and business card. However, for tonight any way, that was all she
was giving up.Gordon smiled to himself. Sometimes having to work for it made it all the more
worthwhile when the deal was finally closed. And if past was prologue, he’d close the deal with



Natalie soon enough.He approached his Ford F-150 and reached in his suit pocket for his keys
when he heard rustling behind him. He turned, looked towards the big dumpster and sighed,
“What are you doing here?”“Gordon we need to talk.”“I told you I’m done talking about this. You
know what you have to do.”“Gordy, I can’t right now. I just can’t. I need a little more time to deal
with him.”Gordon shook his head and turned to walk away, saying: “I can’t wait for you to deal
with him any longer. I’m sorry, you’re out of time.”Those were the last words Gordon Oliver ever
uttered.1“This wasn’t random.”“I’ll take a large Morning Jolt and a medium Dark Roast,” Michael
McKenzie “Mac” McRyan said to the barista working the counter at The Grand Brew. His
purchase would accomplish two things. First, the coffee would get him going as he headed to his
first homicide crime scene as a detective. Second, the purchase made him a little money, as he
owned part of the coffee shop and twenty others like it with some childhood friends. Mac handed
over six dollars, left the change and had the coffees placed into a cardboard carrier. He walked
out the front door and climbed into his Explorer and handed a cup to his partner.“Thanks,
partner,” Richard Lich, better known as “Dick Lick,” said as he set the coffee into the cup
holder.“My pleasure,” Mac answered.McRyan put his Explorer into gear and motored east on
Grand towards downtown St. Paul. “So what do we have?” Mac asked.“Body in an alley behind
The Mahogany,” Lich answered. “Beyond that I don’t know much.”“A murder behind the
competition, that should make Shamus happy,” Mac said. Shamus was Mac’s uncle and he ran
the other family business, McRyan’s Pub, which sat on the southwestern edge of downtown St.
Paul. The Mahogany was a pub on the eastern side of downtown. The two bars catered to
different crowds, however. McRyan’s Pub catered to cops and hockey fans. The Mahogany was
known as the lawyer bar.As he drove towards downtown and The Mahogany, Mac thought about
working his first crime scene as a detective. Being a cop was the first McRyan family business
and Mac was part of the fourth generation of McRyan cops. He had numerous uncles and
cousins currently in the department and a few retired uncles, who instead of patrolling the
streets, now patrolled the bottles and taps behind the brass rail at McRyan’s Pub, which was the
second McRyan family business.More significantly, Mac was the son of Simon McRyan,
perhaps the best detective ever to walk behind a St. Paul badge.Because of that, it was not
Mac’s original plan to be a cop.When he was a kid, being a cop was what he wanted to be, it’s
what every McRyan boy wanted to be because that’s what their dads and uncles were. However,
even as a young boy Mac knew his dad was special. Simon McRyan appeared on the news, was
written up in the paper and every tough case seemed to come his way. He was a legend. More
than once as a child and then again as a teenager, Mac heard he would have a lot to live up to
when he became a cop.It was assumed, expected, preordained that Mac would walk in his
father’s footsteps. It was the McRyan way after all. However, even as a fourteen- or fifteen-year-
old, Mac was self aware enough to wonder if he really wanted to work under that kind of
pressure.Then another path presented itself.Mac became a straight A student and stellar athlete
at Cretin High School. He was awarded a hockey scholarship to the University of Minnesota
where he captained the team to a national championship his senior season as a tough and



savvy left wing. He graduated with highest honors from the University and enrolled in law school,
with visions of a legal practice and maybe even politics. He graduated summa cum laude from
William Mitchell College of Law. Mac accepted an offer for $100,000 a year with a prominent
Minneapolis law firm. He was married to his college sweetheart, who also went to law school,
graduated with honors and had a similar job lined up with a prominent law firm. They were set for
a life of prosperity and success.But then, as it so often does, life gets in the way and changes
the course you have selected.Mac’s two best friends were his cousins Peter and Tommy, both of
whom followed the family tradition. They became cops. Two weeks before Mac was set to be
licensed as a lawyer, Tommy and Peter were killed in the line of duty.For most people, they
would have taken it as a sign that they made the right choice, to do something other than being a
cop. Mac had better options, safer options, more lucrative and socially acceptable options. But
the deaths of his cousins hit Mac differently. He didn’t want to run from it, he didn’t want to feel
fortunate, he no longer wanted the more lucrative and socially acceptable option. He didn’t feel
entitled to it, not when he looked at what the people most important in his life, his family, were
doing. Instead, he felt an obligation, to his cousins, to his family and to himself.A week later he
joined the St. Paul Police Department.Life had veered to a different path.Now, a short four years
later, Mac was about to walk under the crime scene tape for the first time as a detective. He
knew his dad would be looking down on him.Their crime scene was an alley in the middle of a
block of one-hundred-year-old brown and red brick buildings. Lich pulled the car to the curb just
short of the alley which was now taped off. They each took one last long sip of the hot coffee and
then jumped out into the cool twenty-degree March morning as the sun worked its way up on the
blue crystal clear eastern horizon.Lich dropped his dark brown fedora on his round balding
head. The fedora, trench coat, suit and shoes were all in shades of Lich’s trademark weathered
brown. The clothes tightly, too tightly, formed around the bulbous mid-section of his five-foot-
eight body. Lich’s ensemble made Mac look GQ in comparison. Mac was sporting a black wool
trench coat, gray scarf, navy blue suit, light blue dress shirt and blue, yellow and cream striped
tie all of which hung comfortably on his blond haired blue eyed six-foot-one athletic frame.Mac
was curious as to how things would go with "Dick Lick." Mac had known him for years, even
back when his dad was alive. Lich had the reputation of being a good detective, when he was
interested in being one. Good instincts, a nice line of b.s. when needed and the willingness to
occasionally think outside the box, little of which had been on recent display. As of late, he’d
been finalizing his second divorce and it seemed as if his interest in police work had waned
considerably. Given what the McRyan name meant in the department, Mac half-wondered if he’d
been assigned to Lich as a way to motivate Dick. Mac would soon find out.McRyan stepped
under the yellow tape and stopped, taking in the scene. The alley was narrow, like a canyon,
running between the four- and five-story brick buildings that dotted either side. Dumpsters, the
odd car or truck, stray paper, cardboard coffee cups, soda cans, and small dirty snow piles and
patches of ice framed either side of the alley. Occasional splotches of graffiti added a certain off-
color ambience to the alley. The dumpsters provided an aromatic stench that permeated the air.



Garbage pick-up couldn’t come soon enough.“Lovely,” Lich grumbled.The crime scene was a
hundred feet ahead. A Ford F-150 was parked along the left side of the alley, the front end nosed
at a leftward angle towards the grimy alley wall just past a large overflowing rusty green wheeled
dumpster. The coroner was examining a body stuffed into the truck’s rear bed and Ramsey
County crime scene techs were buzzing around the scene placing small yellow numbered tents
to mark potential pieces of evidence, snapping pictures and taking video.“Your first case, Mac.
Why don’t you go ahead and run it,” Lich offered.“Are you sure?” Mac asked, a control freak by
nature. He definitely wanted the reins.“Yeah. I’ve got your back if we get stuck.”Mac nodded,
pulled on rubber gloves, opened his notebook and approached the coroner, an old family friend
named Jack Coonan. Coonan felt them approaching, looked up, saw Mac and smiled, taking in
the young detective approaching him. “Let me see the shield, boy.”Mac pulled his trench and suit
coat back to show his shield on his belt.Coonan smiled. “Is this your first case?”“First case, Jack.
So what do we have?”“Gordon Andrew Oliver,” Coonan answered, handing a wallet to Mac.
“Patrol cop ran the plate on this truck and it belongs to Oliver. Bartender also confirmed it was
his truck.”“Cause of death?” Lich asked.“Preliminary is blunt force trauma to the right temple
area,” Coonan pointed with his pen to the temple area and a large hematoma. Then Coonan
pointed to the back right of the victim’s head. “He might have been hit first in the back of his
head. See the bruising and blood here at the base of his skull?” The coroner pointed with his pen
at the right side of the back of the victim’s skull. Mac nodded.Coonan continued: “He might have
been hit from behind, falls and hits the bumper with the front right of his head and then falls to
the ground.”Mac leaned down to look at the back of the skull, “He was hit more than once?”“That
indeed appears to be the case,” Coonan answered. “I’ll have to see for sure when I examine him
but it looks like he was hit back here twice, maybe three times. I can confirm once I get the body
on the slab. But it’s the blow to the temple on the bumper that probably killed him. This is very
preliminary, of course, but I bet I’ll find temporal bleeding and without immediate medical
attention, the blow to the front of the head from the bumper was fatal.” The coroner was an old
pro who didn’t idly speculate. Mac suspected much of what Coonan was surmising would turn
out to be the case.Lich was standing to the left of the truck. “So our guy was hit from behind, hits
the bumper and falls over here to the left of the truck.”Mac walked over to the left side of the car.
He looked at the corner of the metal bumper on the left side of the truck and the smudges of
blood on the bumper. In addition to that blood, Crime Scene had also marked the blood pool on
the ground, just to the left of the back left side of the truck. There was also a small amount of
splatter on the truck’s back left quarter panel.“You think robbery, Mac?” Lich asked, testing.Mac
shook his head, “If it were, why not take the wallet? Jack, was any money in the wallet?”“Yeah,
Mac, couple of hundred bucks, American Express and Discover cards too, plus the guy has an
Omega watch, pretty nice, still on his wrist.”Mac looked to Lich, “If you were robbing the
guy…”“…You’d take the wallet, the money and credit cards.”“And you wouldn’t stuff the guy in
the rear bed of the truck. You’d take the wallet, watch, maybe even the truck, and get out of
Dodge.”“So probably not a robbery then. I’m with you so far Mac,” Lich said.“Jack, can you give



me a time of death?” Mac asked.“I’d say somewhere between midnight and two a.m.” Mac
nodded and jotted down some notes.“Who found the vic?” Lich asked.“Bartender from The
Mahogany,” Coonan answered. “He’s talking to the uniform cop back there.” Coonan was
pointing to the back entrance to The Mahogany thirty feet behind them.Mac and Lich walked
back to the uniform cop who was standing next to a tall, thin, disheveled man with a goatee.
They introduced themselves to the clearly shaken bartender named Chet Remer. “You know our
victim?” Mac asked.Remer nodded then said, “Gordy was a regular with us. He was in two or
three nights a week, occasionally on a weekend.”“When did you see him last?”“Last night. He
was in like usual after work.”“Where does he work?” Lich asked.“At a law firm. Krueger,
Ballantine, Montague and Preston.”Lich looked to Mac, the lawyer turned cop. “Do you know the
firm?”Mac nodded. “Sure. KBMP is a well-known firm with forty, maybe forty-five attorneys, I
think. Their offices are here downtown, over in the old Lowry Lewis Building.” Then to the
bartender: “Mr. Remer, was Gordon Oliver an attorney there?”“An associate I think.”“So he was
in last night?” Mac asked.The bartender nodded.“What time did he arrive?”“Maybe nine-thirty,
give or take. That was kind of a usual time for him. He’d been working some longer hours as of
late he said. He said he was gearing up for trial.”“What time did he leave the bar last night?”“He
left around midnight, I think. I remembered he gave me a wave on the way out the back and it
was no big deal. He’s done it a hundred times I bet.”“Did he always park out back like
that?”“Yeah,” Remer answered. “We let a few regulars like Gordy do that. A little perk.”“How was
it you found Mr. Oliver this morning then?” Lich asked.“I went to a little after bar party with some
friends last night after we closed at one. My friends dropped me back off at the end of the alley
here this morning a little before five. My Jeep is parked back here. I noticed Gordy’s truck was
still here which I thought was odd since I saw him leave, and leave alone. I walked over and saw
the blood on the driver’s side. I looked inside the truck’s cab, didn’t see him and then got a sick
feeling in my stomach. So I called 911. The police got here a few minutes later, popped the
truck’s rear bed gate and flip cover and,” Remer’s lip started to tremble, “there he was.”“I know
this is difficult,” Mac said, “but can you think of anyone that would want to hurt Mr. Oliver?”“No I
can’t,” Remer answered. “He was a good guy, especially for a lawyer.”Mac and Lich both
snorted, which Remer noted.“I know, I know,” Remer said. “Lawyers can be a little full of
themselves.”“Tell me about it,” Lich retorted, looking right at Mac with a toothless
smile.“Whatever,” Mac shot back, shaking his head.Remer picked up on it, “You a lawyer or
something?” he asked Mac. “Or maybe you’re married to one.”“Good pick-up,” Mac answered,
remembering that bartenders spend significant amounts of time observing and evaluating
people. “I was going to be, but then I didn’t. Wife is a lawyer.”Remer nodded. “Then you know this
is a lawyer bar, right?”Mac nodded. He’d been in a half-dozen times over the years with his wife
and law school classmates.1“This wasn’t random.”1“This wasn’t random.”1111“This wasn’t
random.”“I’ll take a large Morning Jolt and a medium Dark Roast,” Michael McKenzie “Mac”
McRyan said to the barista working the counter at The Grand Brew. His purchase would
accomplish two things. First, the coffee would get him going as he headed to his first homicide



crime scene as a detective. Second, the purchase made him a little money, as he owned part of
the coffee shop and twenty others like it with some childhood friends. Mac handed over six
dollars, left the change and had the coffees placed into a cardboard carrier. He walked out the
front door and climbed into his Explorer and handed a cup to his partner.“Thanks, partner,”
Richard Lich, better known as “Dick Lick,” said as he set the coffee into the cup holder.“My
pleasure,” Mac answered.McRyan put his Explorer into gear and motored east on Grand
towards downtown St. Paul. “So what do we have?” Mac asked.“Body in an alley behind The
Mahogany,” Lich answered. “Beyond that I don’t know much.”“A murder behind the competition,
that should make Shamus happy,” Mac said. Shamus was Mac’s uncle and he ran the other
family business, McRyan’s Pub, which sat on the southwestern edge of downtown St. Paul. The
Mahogany was a pub on the eastern side of downtown. The two bars catered to different
crowds, however. McRyan’s Pub catered to cops and hockey fans. The Mahogany was known as
the lawyer bar.As he drove towards downtown and The Mahogany, Mac thought about working
his first crime scene as a detective. Being a cop was the first McRyan family business and Mac
was part of the fourth generation of McRyan cops. He had numerous uncles and cousins
currently in the department and a few retired uncles, who instead of patrolling the streets, now
patrolled the bottles and taps behind the brass rail at McRyan’s Pub, which was the second
McRyan family business.More significantly, Mac was the son of Simon McRyan, perhaps the
best detective ever to walk behind a St. Paul badge.Because of that, it was not Mac’s original
plan to be a cop.When he was a kid, being a cop was what he wanted to be, it’s what every
McRyan boy wanted to be because that’s what their dads and uncles were. However, even as a
young boy Mac knew his dad was special. Simon McRyan appeared on the news, was written up
in the paper and every tough case seemed to come his way. He was a legend. More than once
as a child and then again as a teenager, Mac heard he would have a lot to live up to when he
became a cop.It was assumed, expected, preordained that Mac would walk in his father’s
footsteps. It was the McRyan way after all. However, even as a fourteen- or fifteen-year-old, Mac
was self aware enough to wonder if he really wanted to work under that kind of pressure.Then
another path presented itself.Mac became a straight A student and stellar athlete at Cretin High
School. He was awarded a hockey scholarship to the University of Minnesota where he
captained the team to a national championship his senior season as a tough and savvy left wing.
He graduated with highest honors from the University and enrolled in law school, with visions of
a legal practice and maybe even politics. He graduated summa cum laude from William Mitchell
College of Law. Mac accepted an offer for $100,000 a year with a prominent Minneapolis law
firm. He was married to his college sweetheart, who also went to law school, graduated with
honors and had a similar job lined up with a prominent law firm. They were set for a life of
prosperity and success.But then, as it so often does, life gets in the way and changes the course
you have selected.Mac’s two best friends were his cousins Peter and Tommy, both of whom
followed the family tradition. They became cops. Two weeks before Mac was set to be licensed
as a lawyer, Tommy and Peter were killed in the line of duty.For most people, they would have



taken it as a sign that they made the right choice, to do something other than being a cop. Mac
had better options, safer options, more lucrative and socially acceptable options. But the deaths
of his cousins hit Mac differently. He didn’t want to run from it, he didn’t want to feel fortunate, he
no longer wanted the more lucrative and socially acceptable option. He didn’t feel entitled to it,
not when he looked at what the people most important in his life, his family, were doing. Instead,
he felt an obligation, to his cousins, to his family and to himself.A week later he joined the St.
Paul Police Department.Life had veered to a different path.Now, a short four years later, Mac
was about to walk under the crime scene tape for the first time as a detective. He knew his dad
would be looking down on him.Their crime scene was an alley in the middle of a block of one-
hundred-year-old brown and red brick buildings. Lich pulled the car to the curb just short of the
alley which was now taped off. They each took one last long sip of the hot coffee and then
jumped out into the cool twenty-degree March morning as the sun worked its way up on the blue
crystal clear eastern horizon.Lich dropped his dark brown fedora on his round balding head. The
fedora, trench coat, suit and shoes were all in shades of Lich’s trademark weathered brown. The
clothes tightly, too tightly, formed around the bulbous mid-section of his five-foot-eight body.
Lich’s ensemble made Mac look GQ in comparison. Mac was sporting a black wool trench coat,
gray scarf, navy blue suit, light blue dress shirt and blue, yellow and cream striped tie all of which
hung comfortably on his blond haired blue eyed six-foot-one athletic frame.Mac was curious as
to how things would go with "Dick Lick." Mac had known him for years, even back when his dad
was alive. Lich had the reputation of being a good detective, when he was interested in being
one. Good instincts, a nice line of b.s. when needed and the willingness to occasionally think
outside the box, little of which had been on recent display. As of late, he’d been finalizing his
second divorce and it seemed as if his interest in police work had waned considerably. Given
what the McRyan name meant in the department, Mac half-wondered if he’d been assigned to
Lich as a way to motivate Dick. Mac would soon find out.McRyan stepped under the yellow tape
and stopped, taking in the scene. The alley was narrow, like a canyon, running between the four-
and five-story brick buildings that dotted either side. Dumpsters, the odd car or truck, stray
paper, cardboard coffee cups, soda cans, and small dirty snow piles and patches of ice framed
either side of the alley. Occasional splotches of graffiti added a certain off-color ambience to the
alley. The dumpsters provided an aromatic stench that permeated the air. Garbage pick-up
couldn’t come soon enough.“Lovely,” Lich grumbled.The crime scene was a hundred feet ahead.
A Ford F-150 was parked along the left side of the alley, the front end nosed at a leftward angle
towards the grimy alley wall just past a large overflowing rusty green wheeled dumpster. The
coroner was examining a body stuffed into the truck’s rear bed and Ramsey County crime scene
techs were buzzing around the scene placing small yellow numbered tents to mark potential
pieces of evidence, snapping pictures and taking video.“Your first case, Mac. Why don’t you go
ahead and run it,” Lich offered.“Are you sure?” Mac asked, a control freak by nature. He definitely
wanted the reins.“Yeah. I’ve got your back if we get stuck.”Mac nodded, pulled on rubber gloves,
opened his notebook and approached the coroner, an old family friend named Jack Coonan.



Coonan felt them approaching, looked up, saw Mac and smiled, taking in the young detective
approaching him. “Let me see the shield, boy.”Mac pulled his trench and suit coat back to show
his shield on his belt.Coonan smiled. “Is this your first case?”“First case, Jack. So what do we
have?”“Gordon Andrew Oliver,” Coonan answered, handing a wallet to Mac. “Patrol cop ran the
plate on this truck and it belongs to Oliver. Bartender also confirmed it was his truck.”“Cause of
death?” Lich asked.“Preliminary is blunt force trauma to the right temple area,” Coonan pointed
with his pen to the temple area and a large hematoma. Then Coonan pointed to the back right of
the victim’s head. “He might have been hit first in the back of his head. See the bruising and
blood here at the base of his skull?” The coroner pointed with his pen at the right side of the
back of the victim’s skull. Mac nodded.Coonan continued: “He might have been hit from behind,
falls and hits the bumper with the front right of his head and then falls to the ground.”Mac leaned
down to look at the back of the skull, “He was hit more than once?”“That indeed appears to be
the case,” Coonan answered. “I’ll have to see for sure when I examine him but it looks like he was
hit back here twice, maybe three times. I can confirm once I get the body on the slab. But it’s the
blow to the temple on the bumper that probably killed him. This is very preliminary, of course, but
I bet I’ll find temporal bleeding and without immediate medical attention, the blow to the front of
the head from the bumper was fatal.” The coroner was an old pro who didn’t idly speculate. Mac
suspected much of what Coonan was surmising would turn out to be the case.Lich was standing
to the left of the truck. “So our guy was hit from behind, hits the bumper and falls over here to the
left of the truck.”Mac walked over to the left side of the car. He looked at the corner of the metal
bumper on the left side of the truck and the smudges of blood on the bumper. In addition to that
blood, Crime Scene had also marked the blood pool on the ground, just to the left of the back
left side of the truck. There was also a small amount of splatter on the truck’s back left quarter
panel.“You think robbery, Mac?” Lich asked, testing.Mac shook his head, “If it were, why not take
the wallet? Jack, was any money in the wallet?”“Yeah, Mac, couple of hundred bucks, American
Express and Discover cards too, plus the guy has an Omega watch, pretty nice, still on his
wrist.”Mac looked to Lich, “If you were robbing the guy…”“…You’d take the wallet, the money and
credit cards.”“And you wouldn’t stuff the guy in the rear bed of the truck. You’d take the wallet,
watch, maybe even the truck, and get out of Dodge.”“So probably not a robbery then. I’m with
you so far Mac,” Lich said.“Jack, can you give me a time of death?” Mac asked.“I’d say
somewhere between midnight and two a.m.” Mac nodded and jotted down some notes.“Who
found the vic?” Lich asked.“Bartender from The Mahogany,” Coonan answered. “He’s talking to
the uniform cop back there.” Coonan was pointing to the back entrance to The Mahogany thirty
feet behind them.Mac and Lich walked back to the uniform cop who was standing next to a tall,
thin, disheveled man with a goatee. They introduced themselves to the clearly shaken bartender
named Chet Remer. “You know our victim?” Mac asked.Remer nodded then said, “Gordy was a
regular with us. He was in two or three nights a week, occasionally on a weekend.”“When did you
see him last?”“Last night. He was in like usual after work.”“Where does he work?” Lich asked.“At
a law firm. Krueger, Ballantine, Montague and Preston.”Lich looked to Mac, the lawyer turned



cop. “Do you know the firm?”Mac nodded. “Sure. KBMP is a well-known firm with forty, maybe
forty-five attorneys, I think. Their offices are here downtown, over in the old Lowry Lewis
Building.” Then to the bartender: “Mr. Remer, was Gordon Oliver an attorney there?”“An
associate I think.”“So he was in last night?” Mac asked.The bartender nodded.“What time did he
arrive?”“Maybe nine-thirty, give or take. That was kind of a usual time for him. He’d been working
some longer hours as of late he said. He said he was gearing up for trial.”“What time did he leave
the bar last night?”“He left around midnight, I think. I remembered he gave me a wave on the way
out the back and it was no big deal. He’s done it a hundred times I bet.”“Did he always park out
back like that?”“Yeah,” Remer answered. “We let a few regulars like Gordy do that. A little
perk.”“How was it you found Mr. Oliver this morning then?” Lich asked.“I went to a little after bar
party with some friends last night after we closed at one. My friends dropped me back off at the
end of the alley here this morning a little before five. My Jeep is parked back here. I noticed
Gordy’s truck was still here which I thought was odd since I saw him leave, and leave alone. I
walked over and saw the blood on the driver’s side. I looked inside the truck’s cab, didn’t see him
and then got a sick feeling in my stomach. So I called 911. The police got here a few minutes
later, popped the truck’s rear bed gate and flip cover and,” Remer’s lip started to tremble, “there
he was.”“I know this is difficult,” Mac said, “but can you think of anyone that would want to hurt
Mr. Oliver?”“No I can’t,” Remer answered. “He was a good guy, especially for a lawyer.”Mac and
Lich both snorted, which Remer noted.“I know, I know,” Remer said. “Lawyers can be a little full
of themselves.”“Tell me about it,” Lich retorted, looking right at Mac with a toothless
smile.“Whatever,” Mac shot back, shaking his head.Remer picked up on it, “You a lawyer or
something?” he asked Mac. “Or maybe you’re married to one.”“Good pick-up,” Mac answered,
remembering that bartenders spend significant amounts of time observing and evaluating
people. “I was going to be, but then I didn’t. Wife is a lawyer.”Remer nodded. “Then you know this
is a lawyer bar, right?”Mac nodded. He’d been in a half-dozen times over the years with his wife
and law school classmates.
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Dee, “Mac is THE MAN. Knowing myself I’d have thrown a fit after finding out that my partner is
checking, I’d have cried myself to sleep and not even have the energy to work but Mac kept his
headAs for his detective work he is good and this was so realistic, I wholly enjoyed
everythingThe author did a great job of introducing key players in this first book and there isn’t
too much traffic when in comes to characters, nothing confusing and all key players are easy to
spot. This is my first time coming across the author’s work and I’m impressed with the writing
style, the book is straight to the point and there isn’t unnecessary inclusion of things just to make
the book longer or over embellish the mystery/crime and the detectives skills. I loved it”

Rocky's mom, “Good Story. Having read some of the more recent books in this series, it was
good to get the backstory on Mac and understand why he became cop. The actual story itself
was pretty simple and a quick read but I enjoyed it.”

Edward T. Ordman, “A wonderful complex short novel. Steroids has wonderful comp!ex
characters and situations. Great fun to read and you can watch the characters develop through
the series.”

Stretch65, “Really well written and interesting. This was a really good read, although it was short
for a novel. Clearly the author knows the law and how police operate. Dialog was good, and the
characters well drawn. I loved the use of the use of the word “disgorged”, it was perfect in
context.”

Anna J, “Great quick read.. I appreciated the story's progression and unexpected developments.
Mac and his new colleagues are quite likable and engage in believable conversation and humor.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Very good read.. Excellent caring characters. I look forward to many
more adventures with these characters. I like the fact that they have good reasons for their
actions.”

claudette valliere, “Mac, murder, marriage and one hell of an ending. Super read.. A good one
from Selljes.This one provides the background for Mac.It starts with a murder.The murdered
party is a guy named Gordon Oliver. Oliver is a fourth year assistant for a prominant firm of
lawyers. He's great at his job but he's also a player. He's a skirt chaser par excellance.For Mac
its his first case as a detective. He and partner Lich arrive, peruse the scene and come to the
conclusion that it wasn't a robbery.The subject has his wallet, money, his expensive wrist watch,
credit cards, keys and his truck. His body had been thrown into the bed of the truck but forensics
proved he's been killed beside the truck.Gordon had been struck in the back of the head, fell
forward and hit his temple on the truck bumber. A killing hit. Thats what killed him, not the initial



blows.Mac and Lich then interview all the lawyers, assistants, everybody at the firm.The only
lead they get is from one of the women. Burrows. She had an affair with Oliver and her husband
found out. He threatened Oliver and in fact came to the firm and had to be forcibly removed. A
lead for Lich and Mac.Mac is also dealing with his marriage.Seems his wife wasn't keen on Mac
abandoning a six figure salary as an attorney. A position he was already hired for until two of his
cousins, cops, were killed in the line of duty.Mac became a cop instead of a six figure lawyer.
Mac decided this was something he really needed to do.Mac's whole family were cops and all
assumed he would be one as well. Mac's father was a legend in the PD. Much to the families
dismay Mac decided on being a lawyer instead. Now he will be a cop. His wife didn't take his
decision well at all.So begins one damned fine read.This one has Mac, Lich, the PD, a group of
attorneys, murder, evidence that proves the case, Mac dealing with his wife, a wife who wanted
a trophy husband, social status, money and any man who fit that criteria would have been
acceptable to his wife who apparantly didn't love Mac at all, Mac getting it all and one helluva
fine read.Five Stars and then some.”

Ebook Library Reader, “A very gifted author. Roger does not disappoint. Can't wait for the next
book! The details are what makes the words so riveting. Your skill at writing is rare and you are
truly talented.”

Lesley Tooth, “Love a mystery. I had never heard of this author and did not expect to enjoy this
book as much as I did.However I found that once starting to read,I could not stop,which in the
current weather conditions has been a little bonus! Mac is a very astute,charismatic detective,a
Sherlock Holmes type who bounces off and is richly complemented by the rest of his team,
especially the scruffy Columbus type Dick Lich.This was a very good read,so much so that I
have since read and thoroughly enjoyed the rest of the series.I would recommend the whole.
Series to any avid reader of crime thrillers and to the reader for whom the crime thriller is new
territory.”

Kirsty Medhurst, “Great Homicide investigation. This was my first time reading roger Stelljes
books and i wa not disappointed.I like the main character McRyan. This book is worth getting as
it introduces you not only to the author and the style of writing, but to the characters and the
team aroudn the main character too.It makes a great start to building up to the 3 other books in
the series and made me want to buy them and read them too, and I have.Great storyline, and
leaves you wanting to know more about his life as a homicide detective.”

tripslipper, “a cracking good read. its was a refreshing change to read a fast moving story where
the ot wasn't padded out but was all it header to be”

The book by Roger Stelljes has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 3,347 people have provided feedback.
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